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Director's Note
In 1593 London was ripped apart by the plague. In 1594, Shakespeare probably
started writing A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Seems like, just like today, people

needed something to smile about. Dream is one of Shakespeare’s simplest, most
purely enjoyable plays that packages up a series of fabulous gags, endearing

characters and comic set-pieces into a straight-forward, easy-to-follow narrative
with happy endings all round. Who could not be cheered up watching it?

 
And cheering up is surely what we all need right now. 2020 was a tough year to
say the least – and 2021 has hardly been a picnic. Rules of six, social distancing
and pingdemics have made rehearsing an ensemble comedy more than a little
challenging. But that’s nothing compared to how these “contagious fogs, which
[have fallen] in the land” have wreaked havoc with people’s lives. It has been a

year which we will feel the impact of for decades to come.
 

So, we want to take our minds off it don’t we? And I hope that’s what we can do
with this production. Midsummer Night’s Dream is many things – but I would say,
above all, its fun and its hopeful. There are problems and dilemmas – but none of
these are insurmountable. The fairies are mischievous rather than malicious. The

mechanicals are easy to laugh at, but their enthusiasm and joy win our hearts.
And for the lovers: well in the end, love will conquer all (spoilers!).



Perhaps its simplicity and sense of fun is why there is a timelessness to
Midsummer Night’s Dream – and why it has remained one of the most

popular of all of Shakespeare’s plays. It has some wonderful poetry and also
some of the best sight-gags in theatre. The fairies sprinkle magic across the

forest – but also over us as well, with the impish misrule of Puck and Oberon
making for some delightfully mischievous fun. All four of the lovers are

instantly recognisable people – we’ve all met someone like each of them.
 

There is a universality about Dream. It’s set nowhere specific: Theseus comes
from ancient Greece, but nothing about the play, from its characters to the

‘Athens’ its supposedly set in sounds remotely Greek. The fairies are outside
reality – they could be anything we imagine them to be. Even in 1595 there

was nothing tying Dream to a specific time or place. It’s an entertainment that
can shift and mould itself to whatever we want it to be. That’s what helps make

it such a reassuring friend: it’s always there for us, ready to be whatever we
need it to be.

 
And it’s beloved because it is also a celebration of the joy of theatre. It’s easy

to laugh at the mechanicals for their ineptitude and painful literacy. Bottom is
somewhere between a show-off and a pretentious would-be star. But he and

the rest of the mechanicals are gloriously enthusiastic and endearingly sincere
and generous in their performance. That’s the other magic in the show: how

theatre can bring joy. It can even turn Quince’s bizarre production of Pyramus
and Thisby into a wonderful evening’s entertainment that provokes the at-first-

scornful audience to genuine laughter and tears. It’s one of the universal
themes again: no matter how bad times can be, we can always find something

wonderful in a play staged with honesty, passion and joy.
 

And, lord knows, we need that right now don’t we? And, I hope, that’s what
you’ll take from this production: laughter, warmed hearts and some assurance

that no matter what the past holds, the future can be a time of hope.
 

Alistair Nunn
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Midsummer Night’s Dream has always held a special place in my heart as the
first Shakespeare play I ever acted in. Ten-year-old me played Helena, dressed
in a bedsheet toga with a green silk ribbon tied around her waist. Fast forward
a couple of decades and in this production I’ve again dressed Helena in green
– the colour of envy – and echoed her costume in Demetrius’ green and white.
Meanwhile, Lysander and Hermia wear lavender, mustard yellow and a warm
tobacco brown, with each pair’s colour palette drawn from the floral prints on

each girl’s dress.
 

In comparison to the Lovers’ pastel hues, the more traditional Athenians wear
slightly darker and richer tones. If you look closely, you’ll also realise that the
floral prints in Hippolyta and Egeus’s clothes are larger and brighter than the

more delicate prints in Helena and Hermia’s garments. 
 

In our modern version of this play the world of Duke Theseus and Hippolyta
became that of politicians and socialites, with the highly charged love triangles
of the Lovers resembling that of the wealthy children in an episode of Gossip

Girl – all dressed in luxurious chinos and linen to represent their higher status. 
 

We imagined that Theseus and Hippolyta are Hermia’s influential godparents,
and I liked using the same woven fabric in the belts for Hippolyta and her

wayward goddaughter to draw a link between them (especially as Hippolyta is
the only one who defends her in the opening scene). 

Designer's Note



The ‘lower class’ Mechanicals are dressed in varying
shades of denim, inspired by Sandy Powell’s costume

design for the film The Favourite. In fact, their boiler
suits, jumpsuits, denim waistcoats and more were

inspired by the first piece I found: Bottom’s
patchwork patterned trousers. After that, the rest of

the Mechanical’s clothing began to fall into place. 
 

In contrast to the sturdy denims and delicate florals
worn by the play’s human characters, the fairies are
showered in acid yellow, neon and glitter to craft a

uniquely otherworldly feel.  This year the director and
I wanted to create a production that was full of joy

and colour, and I loved being able to create
something unexpected that still contained aspects of
the natural world through Titania and Puck’s butterfly

headpieces and Oberon’s feathered collar. 
 

Oberon’s neon suit was a piece that seemed too
good to be true when I first found it on the second-

hand clothing site Depop. Worn only once before for
a music video, it has had a second life as one of the
most commented on pieces from this year’s play. I
have loved being able to incorporate more ethically

sourced clothing, such as this distinctive suit,
amongst the different high street pieces. Within the

play there are a range of items found in charity
shops across Oxford, such as Theseus’s velvet suit,

Hermia’s denim jacket, Bottom’s trademark trousers
and an array of brightly coloured fairy shoelaces.

Many of the fabrics in the show are organic or
recycled, with Hippolyta’s wedding dress being made

of recycled polyester from plastic bottles!
 

I hope that as you watch the show, these distinctions
in costume help you not only follow the action, but

also captivate you with the essence of each
character.

Catherine Woolley
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream is, in so many ways, the perfect, uplifting, lazy

summer evening show, and BMH Productions channelled a joyful
Butlins/festival vibe, with flowers hung on Oxford Prison for the Bard’s most

popular play (part of the Oxford Shakespeare Festival).
In the presence of plummeting pigeons and bemused tourists, this sensibly
distanced and outdoor show (sanitised blankets rentable for a small fee) is
ushered in on a run of disco classics. The flowery young lovers - mildly star-

crossed by Cate Nunn as a schoolmarmish Egeus - stamp and pout and act up
until even the fairies are exasperated! Hermia (Erica Gouveia) finds

stonewashed denim is no protection against the slings and arrows of thwarted
love, while Elizabeth Lindsay stamps and storms deliciously as Helena.

 
There was also plenty of fighting and falling over: Lysander (Jordan Bische) and

Demetrius (Sam Foster) are charmingly idiotic. The fairies, by contrast, are
neon-bright, in satin and tat, fishnet and feathers. Isobel Rathband is a sparky,
sparkly Puck: infinitely distractible and impishly unconcerned by the chaos that

follows her. Guy Grimsley, in feathers and eyeliner, struts and snarls as
trickster-king Oberon, while Justine Malone is a turbulent Titania with proper

force and gusto - easily her husband’s match.
Amid the party pop classics, the terrifying “roars” of the rude mechanicals erupt
into a wonderful play within a play (one that almost outshines the main event).
Joe O’Conner as Flute and Ian Nutt as Bottom are bathetically brilliant as the

doomed lovers, John Baron makes a delightfully huggable lion and Kate
O’Connor’s turn as a very thorough and thoughtful wall brings the house down.

 
It’s a fun watch - proving that if something is worth doing, it is worth doing in

feathers and sequins, to a disco soundtrack, with courage, conviction, humour
and delight.

Neon-pop Shakespeare
brings the laughs and

delivers the hits
Jeremy Dennis



BMH is a local company dedicated to creating original
and inspiring theatre. Since setting up BMH in 2006,
we have staged a wide range of shows, both classic
and modern. We seek to challenge ourselves and

deliver first-rate, professional-quality shows for our
audiences. 

 
We have been active in the city of Oxford for over 10

years having performed at the Oxford Castle
Courtyard, Old Fire Station and the Unicorn Theatre.

We have also been invited to perform for several
years at The Dell, part of the RSC in Stratford upon

Avon. 
 

We teach in schools and at drama schools, we give
private tuition to people wanting to audition for

drama school and we run workshops.
 

For more information about BMH, please visit our
website (www.bmhproductions.co.uk) or contact us

on social media (@bmhprod, /bmhproductions).
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